Abstract. It has been recently established that a deterministic infinite horizon discounted optimal control problem in discrete time is closely related to a certain infinite dimensional linear programming problem and its dual, the latter taking the form of a certain max-min problem. In the present paper, we use these results to establish necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for this optimal control problem and to investigate a way how the latter can be used for the construction of a near optimal control.
1. Introduction and Preliminaries. It has been established that a deterministic infinite horizon discounted optimal control problem in discrete time (for brevity, we will refer to this as just the OC problem) is closely related to an infinite dimensional (ID) linear programming (LP) problem and its dual, the latter taking the form of a certain max-min problem (see [17] and also [26] for earlier developments in the Markov Decision Processes setting). In the present paper, we use results of [17] to establish necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for this optimal control problem and to investigate a way how the latter can be used for the construction of a near optimal control.
Note that necessary optimality conditions in the form of Pontryagin's maximum principle are generally not available for discrete time optimal control problems, this being related to the fact that the so called relaxed (measure valued) controls play no role in dealing with such problems. While the classic control relaxation technique is not applicable in discrete time, a different relaxation approach based on using occupational measures generated by controls and the corresponding solutions of the dynamical system can be used in both continuous and discrete time. Such occupational measures relaxation makes it possible to reformulate the OC problem as an IDLP problem which has a nice dual counterpart, and it is the relationships between this IDLP problem and its dual that lead to the optimality conditions established in the paper.
The linear programming (LP) approach to optimal control problems has been studied extensively in both stochastic and deterministic settings (see, e.g., [6] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [25] , [29] , [33] , [34] and, respectively, [1] , [13] , [15] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [22] , [27] , [28] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [36] as well as references therein). In particular, results establishing the validity of LP formulations of deterministic infinite horizon OC problems with time discounting have been obtained in [18] , [19] and [27] for systems evolving in continuous time and in [16] and [17] for systems evolving in discrete time. (Note that other approaches/techniques for dealing with deterministic optimal control problems on the infinite time horizon have been studied, e.g., in [4] , [8] , [11] , [23] , [24] , [37] , [38] and [39] ; see also references therein.) In this paper, we continue the line of research started in [16] and [17] .
Consider the control system y(t + 1) = f (y(t), u(t)), t ∈ T := {0, 1, . . . },
where Y is a given nonempty compact subset of IR m , U (·) : Y U 0 is an upper semicontinuous compact-valued mapping to a given compact metric space U 0 , f (·, ·) : IR m × U 0 → IR m is a continuous function. A control u(·) and the pair (y(·), u(·)) are called an admissible control and, respectively, an admissible process if the relationships (1) are satisfied. The set of all admissible controls is denoted as U(y 0 ).
Everywhere in what follows, we will be dealing with the optimal control problem inf u(·)∈U (y0) ∞ t=0 α t g(y(t), u(t)) =: V (y 0 ),
where g : IR m × U 0 → IR m is a continuous function and α ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor. Note that the last two constraints in (1) can be rewritten as one: 
where, for any lower semicontinuous function ψ : Y → IR, H ψ (y) := min u∈A(y)
{g(y, u) + α(ψ(f (y, u)) − ψ(y))}.
Along with (5), let us consider the following max-min problem max ψ∈LS inf y∈Y {H ψ (y) − (1 − α)(ψ(y) − ψ(y 0 ))} =: µ * (y 0 )
where max is over the class of bounded lower semicontinuous functions from Y to IR (denoted as LS). It has been recently established in [17] (see also Proposition 1 below) that the maximum in (7) is reached at ψ = V . Note that from the fact that V is a maximizer in (7) it follows thatṼ := V + const is a maximizer in (7) as well. The set of maximizers in (7) may, in fact, be much broader than just constant shifts of the optimal value function (see an example in Section 2). In this paper, we establish that necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for problem (2) can be stated in terms of any such maximizer. (Note that the max-min problem (7) involves the dependence on y 0 and the optimality conditions in terms of a maximizer in (7) will only be valid for the solutions satisfying the initial condition y(0) = y 0 , this being in contrast to the solution of the dynamic programming equation (5) , which allows to characterize the optimal solutions for arbitrary initial conditions.)
We will also indicate a way how an approximate maximizer in (7) can be used for the construction of a near optimal control for problem (2) , this construction will be illustrated by a numerical example.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality for problem (2) in terms of a maximizer in the maxmin problem (7) (the main result of this section is Theorem 2.1). In Section 3, we introduce N -approximating max-min problem, in which in contrast to (7), the maximization is over ψ ∈ D N , where D N is an N -dimensional subspace of the space of continuous functions on Y . We show that the optimal value of the N -approximating max-min problem converges to the optimal value of (7) as N → ∞ (Proposition 4) and we establish that a maximizer in the N -approximating max-min problem exists for any N under a readily verifiable controllability condition (Proposition 5). In Section 4, we establish that a maximizer in the N -approximating max-min problem can be used for the construction of a near optimal control (Theorem 4.1). Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to numerical examples that illustrate the latter construction. Some of the results presented in Section 2 were announced in [16] without proofs. Continuous time counterparts of results of Sections 3 and 4 can be found in [21] .
To conclude this section, let us outline some notations and results that are used further in the text. For an admissible process (y(·), u(·)), a probability measure γ u is called the discounted occupational measure generated by u(·) if, for any Borel set Q ⊂ G,
where 1 Q (·) is the indicator function of Q. It can be shown that this definition is equivalent to the validity of the relationship
for any Borel measurable function q on G. Indeed, (8) obviously implies the validity of for a simple function (i.e., a finite sum of indicator functions of Borel measurable sets). The validity of for an arbitrary Borel q follows from the definition of the Lebesgue integral as a limit of integrals of simple functions; see, e.g. [2] .
To describe convergence properties of occupational measures, we introduce the following metric on P(G) (the space of probability measures defined on Borel subsets of G):
for γ , γ ∈ P(G), where q j (·), j = 1, 2, . . . , is a sequence of Lipschitz continuous functions dense in the unit ball of the space of continuous functions C(G) from G to IR. This metric is consistent with the weak * convergence topology on P(G), that is, a sequence γ k ∈ P(G) converges to γ ∈ P(G) in this metric if and only if
for any q ∈ C(G). Using this metric, we can define the "distance" ρ(γ, Γ) between γ ∈ P(G) and Γ ⊂ P(G) and the Hausdorff metric ρ H (Γ 1 , Γ 2 ) between Γ 1 ⊂ P(G) and Γ 2 ⊂ P(G) as follows:
Let Γ(y 0 ) denote the set of all discounted occupational measures generated by the admissible controls. That is,
Note that, due to Assumption I, the set Γ(y 0 ) is not empty. Also, due to (1), problem (1) can be rewritten as
Consider the problem
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where W (y 0 ) is the set of probability measures defined by the equation
(12) Note that (11) is an infinite dimensional linear programming problem since both the objective function and the constraints are linear with respect to the "decision variable" γ. Note also that the set W (y 0 ) is not empty (as follows from the statement (i) of Proposition 1 below) and, as can be readily verified, it is compact in weak * topology. Hence, the minimum in (11) is reached.
In [17] , it has been established that problem (7) is dual to the IDLP problem (11) and that these two problems are related to the optimal control problem (2). Some of the relationships between problems (7), (11) and (2) are summarized in the following proposition. (i) The closed convex hull of the set of discounted occupational measures Γ(y 0 ) is equal to the set W (y 0 ). That is,
(ii) The optimal values in problems (7) and (11) coincide and are equal to the optimal value in (2) multiplied by (1 − α), that is,
(iii) The supremum in (7) is reached at ψ = V .
Proof. The statements (ii) and (iii) follow from Theorem 4.1 in [17] . The statement (i) follows from Corollary 2 in [17] .
2. Necessary and Sufficient Optimality Conditions. We will say that ψ ∈ LS is a solution of (7) 
which is equivalent to
Due to Proposition 1(iii), V is a maximizer in (7), and, as has been mentioned earlier, all constant shifts of V are solutions of (7) as well. As also has been mentioned above, the set of solutions of problem (7) can be significantly larger than the set of these shifts. This is demonstrated by the following example. Example. Consider the problem
where function g is increasing on [0, 1] and g(0) = 0. 
therefore, ψ is a solution of (7) due to Proposition 1(ii).
The theorem stated below establishes necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for problem (2) in terms of any solution of (7).
Theorem 2.1. Let ψ be a solution of (7) . Optimality of an admissible process (y(·), u(·)) is equivalent to each of the following for all t ∈ T :
that is, ψ and V coincide on the optimal trajectory up to the constant ψ(y 0 )−V (y 0 ).
Furthermore, if (y(·), u(·)) is optimal, then
Proof. Since both V and ψ are solutions of (7), we have
which implies that
Further, the identity
is equivalent to
Assume that (y(·), u(·)) is an optimal process. Then
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Adding (24) and (25) we obtain
Taking into account (22) we arrive at
and (17).
Let us see that (20) holds. From the definition of H, (20) is equivalent to
From (22) and (27) it follows that this relation holds with the minimizing u ∈ A(y(t)) equal to u(t).
To prove (19) take k ∈ T . From the identity
we get
From optimality of (y(·), u(·)), via (27) , we obtain (19) holds. Conversely, assume that assertion (i) of the theorem is true. Let us rewrite (21) in the form
From (17) it follows that inf y∈Y min u∈A(y) in this formula is reached when (y, u) = (y(t), u(t)) for all t, in which case (27) holds. The latter implies (26) . Subtracting (24) from (26) we obtain (25) , therefore, the process (y(·), u(·)) is optimal.
Assume now that (ii) holds. Similarly to formula (29), we obtain for any k ∈ T
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From this equality and (28) we obtain
wherein setting k = 0 leads to (26) . As above, subtracting (24) from (26) we get (25) , that is, the process (y(·), u(·)) is optimal. The theorem is proved.
Assertion (ii) of the theorem above states that ψ and V are equal on the optimal trajectory, up to the constant ψ(y 0 ) − V (y 0 ). It can be shown that, away from the optimal trajectory, the equality becomes inequality.
Proof. Take the optimal trajectory (y(·), u(·)) starting from an arbitrary initial condition y 1 . Replacing y 0 with y 1 in (23) we get
From (22) it follows that
Taking into account (30) and the latter inequality we obtain
and the assertion of the proposition follows.
Remark. If we introduce the function resembling the unmaximized Hamiltonian
then the first of the conditions (18) can be written in the form resembling the Pontryagin-type minimum principle
(Of course, it is well known that the Pontryagin maximum principle doesn't hold in general for discrete time systems without additional convexity assumptions.)
Let us complete this section with another characterization of the solution set of the max-min problem (7) . Consider the inequality (compare with (5))
The following result establishes the relationships between the solutions of this inequality satisfying the additional condition
and the solutions of the max-min problem (7).
Proposition 3. If ψ ∈ LS is a solution of inequality (31) satisfying (32) , then ψ is a solution of the max-min problem (7). Conversely, if ψ is a solution of the max-min problem (7), thenψ
is a solution of inequality (31) satisfying (32) .
Proof. Let ψ ∈ LS be a solution of inequality (31) satisfying (32) . Then, by (14) ,
The latter implies (15) due to the definition of µ * (y 0 ) (see (7)). Hence, ψ is a solution of the max-min problem (7) .
Let now ψ be a solution of the max-min problem (7) . Thenψ defined in (33) will be a solution of this problem too. Also,ψ will satisfy (32) (ψ(y 0 ) = V (y 0 )). Consequently, by (14) ,
That is,ψ is a solution of inequality (31) as well.
be a sequence of continuous functions with the following properties:
(i) Any finite collection of functions from this sequence is linearly independent on any open set;
(ii) For any ψ ∈ C(Y ) (the space of continuous functions on Y ) and any δ > 0, there exist N and λ
Note that, due to the "approximation property" (ii), the set W (y 0 ) defined in (12) can be rewritten in the form
In what follows it is assumed that φ 1 ≡ 1. Hence, the linear independence property (i) implies that
if Q has a nonempty interior. (An example of a sequence with the properties (i) and (ii) is the sequence of monomials y Consider the max-min problem
where D N ⊂ C(Y ) is the finite dimensional space defined by the equation
Problem (36) is referred to as the N -approximating problem.
Proposition 4. The optimal value µ * N (y 0 ) of the N -approximating problem converges to the optimal value µ * (y 0 ) of problem (7) as N tends to infinity. That is, . Thus, to prove the proposition, it is sufficient to establish that µ * C (y 0 ) is equal to µ * (y 0 ). This is established by the lemma stated below.
is valid.
Proof. Since
it is sufficient to establish that the inequality µ * C (y 0 ) ≥ µ * (y 0 ) holds true. To prove the latter, note first that for any ψ ∈ C(Y ), we have
Indeed, if this was not the case, then, for ψ m := mψ with positive integer m we would get
contradicting the fact that µ * C is bounded (the latter being implied by (39) ). Assume that functions {φ i } are normalized so that max
It's easy to see that the setQ is a closed subset of IR × l 1 and that, for any j = 1, 2, . . . , the point (g * (y 0 ) − 1 j , 0) does not belong toQ, where 0 is the zero element of l 1 (otherwise, g * (y 0 ) is not the minimum value in (11)). Due to HahnBanach separation theorem (see, e.g., [12] , Section V.2) there exists a sequence
From the last formula it is easy to see that κ j ≥ 0. Let us show that, actually, κ j > 0. Indeed, if it was not the case and κ j = 0, then we would have
which is a contradiction to (40). Thus, κ j > 0. Dividing (41) by κ j , we obtain
. Taking into account that, due to Proposition 1, g * (y 0 ) = µ * (y 0 ), we obtain µ * (y 0 ) ≤ µ * C (y 0 ). This, along with (39), proves the (38) .
A function ψ ∈ D N will be called a solution of the N -approximating problem (36) 
From Proposition 4 it follows that, if ψ ∈ D N is a solution of (36), then it solves the max-min problem (7) approximately in the sense that (compare with (15) 
Below we establish that a solution of the N -approximating problem exists for any N under a readily verifiable controllability-type assumption.
Let R y0 be the reachable set for system (1) in finite time. That is, R y0 := {y | y = y(t) for some solution of (1) and for some t ∈ T }.
Then a solution of the N -approximating problem exists for any N .
Proof. Let us show first that the only function ψ ∈ D N satisfying the inequality
is ψ ≡ 0. Indeed, rewrite this inequality as
Let (y(·), u(·)) be an admissible process in (1). It follows from this inequality and (24) that each term in (24) is equal to zero, that is,
Hence,
As can be readily verified, the latter implies ψ(y(t)) ≡ ψ(y 0 ) on any admissible trajectory. That is, ψ(y) = ψ(y 0 ) for any y ∈ R y0 and, consequently, ψ(y) = ψ(y 0 ) ∀ y ∈ cl R y0 . From (43) it now follows that ψ ≡ 0 (due to (35)). Next, consider a maximizing sequence in the N -approximating problem, that is,
satisfies the inequality
(45) We will show that the sequence v k , k = 1, 2, . . . is bounded and, therefore, has a convergent subsequence. Assume to the contrary that there exists a subsequence v k such that
Dividing (45) by |v k | and passing to the limit along the subsequence {k }, we obtain
We proved above that we must haveψ ≡ 0, which contradicts linear independence of the functions {φ i } 
Therefore, ψ * (y) is a solution of the N -approximating problem.
4. Construction of near optimal controls. Let (43) hold true and let ψ N stand for a solution of the N -approximating problem. Motivated by (18) , define the control u N by the equation
and denote by y N the solution of the system
that satisfies the initial condition y N (0) = y 0 . The next theorem (which is the main result of this section) states that, under appropriate conditions, u N (·) and y N (·) converge to the optimal control and the optimal trajectory as N → ∞.
Theorem 4.1. In addition to (43) assume that the functions f and g are Lipschitz continuous and that the optimal solution γ * of problem (11) is unique. Assume also that there exists an optimal admissible process (ȳ(·),ū(·)) such that:
(a) For any t ∈ T there exists an open ball Q t centered atȳ(t) such that the minimizer u N (y) in the right hand side of (46) is uniquely defined for y ∈ Q t ; (b) u N (·) is Lipschitz continuous on Q t with Lipschitz constant independent of N and t; (c) y N (t) ∈ Q t ∀t ∈ T for sufficiently large N . Then lim
where
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is given at the end of this section. It is based on several propositions stated and proved below.
Consider the semi-infinite dimensional LP problem
with φ i as in Section 3. Note that the set W N (y 0 ) is not empty (since W N (y 0 ) ⊃ W (y 0 ) ∀N ) and that it is compact in weak * topology. Therefore, the minimum in problem (49) is reached. Note also that problem (49) is related to the Napproximating problem (36) . The latter is, in fact, dual to the former, and the duality relationships include, in particular, the equality of the optimal values of these two problems, as established by the following lemma. 
The proof of the opposite inequality is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. Namely, we first show that, for any ψ ∈ D N , the inequality min
is valid (compare with (40)). Then we introduce the set
and use convex separation theorem to separateQ from the point (g * N (y 0 )−1/j, 0) (0 being the zero element of IR N ; see (41)). This will lead to the inequality g * N (y 0 ) ≤ µ * N (y 0 ), which, along with (52), will prove the validity of (51). Proposition 6. The following relations are true:
where γ N is any optimal solution of (49).
Proof. Since W (y 0 ) ⊂ W N (y 0 ), to prove (i), it suffices to show that
Assume this is not true. Then there exist a sequence {γ N } ∈ W N and a number δ > 0 such that ρ(γ N , W ) ≥ δ for all N . From weak * compactness of P(G) it follows that there existsγ ∈ P(G) and a subsequence of {γ N } (we do not relabel) such that lim
On the other hand, since γ N ∈ W N , we have
for any i (provided that it less or equal than N ). Hence,
Due to the approximating property of {φ i }, it implies that
and, thus, it follows thatγ ∈ W . This contradicts (53) and completes the proof of statement (i). Note that (i) implies that lim
, which, due to (14), proves the validity of statement (ii). The validity of statement (iii) follows from the fact that, due to (i), any partial limit of an optimal solution of (49) is an optimal solution of (11). 
where ψ N is a solution of the N -approximating problem (36) .
Proof. Let W * N be the optimal solution set in (49) and let γ N be one of its extreme points. (The set of extreme points of W * N is not empty; see, e.g., [12] , Section V.8). Being an extreme point of W * N , γ N must be an extreme point of the set W N as well. Any extreme point of W N can be represented as a sum of at most N + 1 Dirac measures (see, e.g., Theorem A.5 in [32] ). Thus, the representation (54) is valid.
Let us prove the validity of (55). Taking into account the fact that γ N is an optimal solution of (49) and that γ N ∈ W N (y 0 ) we have
Using (54), we obtain
On the other hand, due to Lemma 4.1 and due to the fact that ψ N is a solution of the N -approximating problem (see (42)), we have
Comparing (56) and (57) and taking into account that β N j > 0, we obtain that, for all j = 1, . . . , K N ,
which is equivalent to (55).
Proposition 8. Let (ȳ(·),ū(·)) be an optimal process in (1) such that the conditions (a),(b) and (c) of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and let γ N be an optimal solution of (49) that is represented in the form (54). Then, for any t, there exist points (u
Proof. Since the optimal solution γ * of the IDLP problem (11) is unique and since the discounted occupational measure γū generated by the optimal controlū(·) must be an optimal solution of (11) (due to Proposition 1; see also (10) and (11)), one may conclude that γū = γ * . That is, γ * is the discounted occupational measure generated byū(·). Due to the definition of the latter (see (8) ) one comes to the conclusion that
where B r (ȳ,ū) := {(y, u)| |y −ȳ| + |u −ū| < r}.
Assume that the statement of the proposition is false. Then there exist r > 0, t ∈ T and a sequence N i → ∞ such that
By (54), it follows that γ Ni (B r (ȳ(t),ū(t))) = 0.
Due to statement (iii) of Proposition 6, lim
(due to the semicontinuity property of probability measures; see Theorem 2.1 in [7] ). The latter contradicts (59). The obtained contradiction proves the proposition.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let t ∈ T and let (u
) be as in (58). Comparing formulas (46) and (55), we conclude that
Therefore,
Due to (58) and due to the assumed continuity of the map u N (·) in a neighbourhood ofȳ(t) (see assumptions (b) and (c) of Theorem 4.1), we have
Subtracting the equationȳ(t + 1) = f (ȳ(t),ū(t)) from the equation
) and taking into account the fact that the functions f (·, ·) and u N (·) are Lipschitz continuous, we obtain
were L 1 and L 2 are some appropriately chosen positive constants. The inequalities above (along with (61) and the discrete time analog of Gronwall-Bellman lemma) allow to conclude that
Also,
Thus, the first two relationships in (48) are proved. The validity of the third relationship in (48) follows from the first two and from the fact that g is Lpischitz continuous.
5. Numerical example. An optimal solution (54) of the semi-infinite LP problem (49) as well as its optimal value g * N and an optimal solution of the N -approximating problem (36) can be found numerically using, e.g., the algorithm discussed in [21] . Also, once an optimal solution of the N -approximating problem is found, one can construct a control u N (y) as a minimizer in (46), the latter being near optimal in (2) for N large enough (as has been established by Theorem 4.1).
Note that conditions under which the statements of Theorems 4.1 are valid are difficult to verify. Their verification, however, is not needed for the construction of the control u N (y). After this control is constructed, one can find the admissible process (y N (·), u N (·)) (from (47)) and subsequently find the corresponding value of the objective function V N (y 0 ). Since
, the latter provides us with a "measure of near optimality" of the found control.
Let us illustrate the way a near optimal control can be constructed with the help of a numerical example. Example 1. Consider the optimal control problem (2) with
and with f (y, u) = (f 1 (y, u), f 2 (y, u)), where 2 in this case. This problem and the corresponding N -approximating problem were solved numerically with the use of the algorithm similar to one described in [21] for I = 7 (N = 64). The discount factor was taken to be equal to 0.9 (α = 0.9), and the initial conditions were taken to be as follows:
In particular, the coefficients of the expansion λ N i1,i2 defining the optimal solution of the N -approximating problem,
were found, and the optimal value of the semi-infinite LP problem was evaluated to be approximately equal to −1.013 (g * N (y 0 ) ≈ −1.013). For (y 1 , y 2 ) = (y 1 (0), y 2 (0)) = (0.5, 0.25) (see (63)), the minimizer of the problem
was numerically found (using MATLAB) to be equal to (−1.000, 1.000). Thus, we take u N (0) = (−1, 1), which after substitution into the equations of the dynamics, gives Note that, starting from the moment t = 2, the controls take only values of 1 or −1. Also, starting from this moment, the sequence of controls appeared to be periodic with the period T = 8 (that is, (u
The obtained state trajectory appears to be converging to a "square like figure" as shown in Fig 1. The concentration points of the Dirac measures in the expansion (54) (these and the corresponding weights were found as a part of an optimal solution of the semi-infinite LP problem; see Section 4 in [21] ) are marked with dots in Fig 1, the size of which are scaled proportionally to the magnitude of their respective weights. Having in mind Proposition 8, one can expect that the optimal state trajectory must come close to at least some of these dots, and, as one can see, the obtained state trajectory has a similar property (passing near or just going through these dots).
The value of the objective function thus obtained was evaluated to be approximately equal to −9.972 (V N (y 0 ) ≈ −9.972). Consequently,
.972 − (−10.13) = 0.158, which indicates that the value of the objective function obtained with the use of the constructed control is within a close proximity of the optimal one. Remark. Note that the control u N (y) defined as a minimizer in (46) is near optimal only in a neighbourhood of the optimal trajectory that starts at y 0 . If, instead of ψ N (·), an approximation of the optimal value function is used in the right-hand-side of (46), then the corresponding minimizer will be near optimal for all y ∈ Y . A most common approach to finding an approximation of the optimal value function is based on a discretization of the state space and solving the corresponding dynamic programming equation for thus obtained finite state space process (see, e.g., Appendix A in [4] ). The finer is the grid of the discretization, the better are approximations of the optimal value and the optimal control. In contrast to this approach, the function ψ N (·), being an approximate solution of the max-min problem (7), is obtained via solving the semi-infinite dimensional (SID) linear programming problem (49), and the proximity of an approximation depends on the number N of the test functions in (50). While solving the SIDLP problem (49) requires a discretization of the state space, the grid of the discretization does not need to be fine. In fact, the algorithm proposed in [21] aims at finding the grid points (their number being no more than N ) that are concentrated around the optimal trajectory. Arguably, this may require less computational efforts than the classic approach although, of course, more research is needed to validate this claim.
6. Generalization of Theorem 4.1 and a heuristic numerical algorithm. Finding a minimizer in (46) may be a challenging task since the problem in the right-hand-side of (46) is generally not of the convex programming class (even in the case when g(y, u) is convex and f (y, u) is linear in u). This difficulty can be avoided since the only property of the minimizer u N (y) that was used in proving that it is near optimal for large N is that it satisfies the equalities
where (y Note that, under Assumption II (which is assumed to be valid everywhere in this section), one can define the function ξ N (·),
This function is defined on the set of y-coordinates of the concentration points {(y Theorem 6.1. Let u N (·) be an extension of ξ N (·) onto Y and let y N (·) be the solution of (47) satisfying the initial condition y N (0) = y 0 . Let (43) be satisfied, the functions f and g be Lipschitz continuous and the optimal solution γ * of problem (11) be unique. Assume also that there exists an optimal admissible process (ȳ(·),ū(·)) such that:
(a) For any t ∈ T there exists an open ball Q t centered atȳ(t) such that u N (·) is Lipschitz continuous on Q t with Lipschitz constant independent of N and t; (b) y N (t) ∈ Q t ∀t ∈ T for sufficiently large N . Then the relationships (48) are valid.
Proof. The proof follows exactly the same steps as those in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
In the case when the map A(y) is constant-valued, it is natural do define an extension u N (·) of ξ N (·) in such way that it takes constant values on some neighbourhoods of the y-components of the concentration points {(y Using the idea of such piecewise constant extension of ξ N (·), one can propose the following heuristic algorithm for the construction of a control that can be a "good candidate" for being near optimal in (2):
Heuristic algorithm for the construction of a near optimal control. 1. Find an optimal solution of the semi-infinite LP problem (49). That is, find the concentration points {(y Assume that u N (0), ..., u N (t − 1) and y N (1), ..., y N (t), where t ≥ 1, have been defined. Then u N (t) and y N (t + 1) are defined as follows:
3. Continue this process until the moment t = T when the
1−α becomes small enough, making the finite sum (The concentration points with weights that are less than 10 −2 were discarded, the number of terms in (54) after the discarding being equal to 27.) Among the concentration points shown in the table above, there is one with the y-coordinates (0.5, 0.25), these coinciding with the initial conditions (63). Thus, we This process has been repeated 50 times and the resulted state trajectory is depicted in Fig. 4 . Note that it looks similar to that depicted in Fig 1. The value of the objective function thus obtained was evaluated to be approximately equal to the error being less than in the case when the control defined as a minimizer (46) was used.
Remark. As has been mentioned above, results obtained in this paper are in many ways analogous to similar results in continuous time setting obtained in [21] . Let us briefly outline relationships between these two sets of results. Firstly, all results of the present paper are established for the case when the control set may depend on the state variables, with the only restriction on this dependence being that the map U (·) is upper semicontinuous and compact valued. The consideration in [21] was for the fixed control set, that is without the dependence of the latter on the state variables. Moreover, allowing such dependence in the continuous time setting would make the consideration much more technical (requiring, e.g., additional regularity assumptions about the map U (·)). Secondly, the max in the max-min problem (7) is over the class of bounded lower semicontinuous functions, this being in contrast to the continuous time max-min counterpart of (7), in which max (or rather sup) was over the set of smooth functions. While maximizer in (7) always exists, a maximizer in the continuous counterpart of (7) may not exist and its existence needs to be assumed, this being a restrictive assumption (compare Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1 in [21] ).
As far as the algorithmic part of the paper is concerned, finding a minimizer in problem (46) is generally a more difficult task than finding a minimizer in the continuous time counterpart of (46) (see Section 3 in [21] ). For example, the latter is of convex programming while the former is generally not in case g(y, u) is convex and f (y, u) is linear in u. In Section 6, we proposed a way allowing one to avoid solving (46), this being also possible in continuous time setting (such an opportunity was not investigated in [21] ).
